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Abstract
In this paper we nd the lattice of all implicational classes of De Morgan lattices together with
their axiomatizations and generating algebras. We show that there are exactly eight implicational
classes of De Morgan lattices and that these are all nitely-axiomatizable and nitely generated
quasi-varieties. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The notion of De Morgan lattice was introduced by Moisil in [4]. In [2] Kalman
has examined independently the same objects calling them distributive i-lattices. The
paper [2] provides a full description of subdirectly irreducible De Morgan lattices
and varieties of De Morgan lattices. Recently, De Morgan lattices have found sub-
stantial applications to studying certain non-classical multiple-valued propositional log-
ics in the works [6{8]. At the same time, in [5, Subsection 4.5] it has been shown
that the quasi-equational theory of the variety of De Morgan lattices is equivalent
to the derivability relations of two interesting Gentzen calculi proposed and studied
therein (one of these calculi has also been considered, in this connection, in [8]).
Then, according to the general theory of equivalence developed in [5], the lattice of all
quasi-varieties (in the sense of Mal’cev [3]) of De Morgan lattices is dually isomor-
phic to the lattices of all extensions of those Gentzen calculi. This makes the problem
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of nding the lattice of all quasi-varieties (or, more generally, implicational classes)
of De Morgan lattices especially acute within the context of Algebraic Logic. The
present paper is entirely devoted to solving this purely algebraic problem (cf. The-
orem 4.8) that is equally interesting in its own right, within the context of Lattice
Theory.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic concepts and
results concerning implicational classes, quasi-varieties and varieties. Section 3 is a
brief summary of already-known issues related to De Morgan lattices. Since key results
concerning De Morgan lattices are not widely known, we provide these with simple
proofs to make our exposition perfectly self-contained. In Section 4 we nd and study
implicational classes of De Morgan lattices.
2. General background
The reader is supposed to be familiar with basic concepts and results concerning
Universal Algebra and Lattice Theory (especially the theory of distributive lattices),
for which one can consult, e.g. [1,3]. Below we recall those algebraic issues which are
important for our study. These are used tacitly throughout the rest of the paper.
Given an algebraic signature , a -equation is an expression of the form   
where  and  are two -terms with arbitrary variables (not from any xed set). A
-implication is a couple of the form  !  where   is a set of -equations and 
is a single -equation. In case   is nite,  !  is referred to as a -quasi-identity.
In case   = ;;  !  is referred to as a -identity and is identied with .
Let  !    be a -implication and V the set of all variables occurring in it. Then
  !    is said to be satised in a -algebra A provided, for every  : V ! A, 1
A[] = A[] whenever A[] = A[] for each    2  .
A class of -algebras K is said to be axiomatized by a system of -implications S
provided K is the class of all -algebras which satisfy every implication in S. A class
of -algebras is said to be implicational whenever it is axiomatized by some system
of -implications. A class of -algebras is referred to as a quasi-variety whenever it
is axiomatized by some system of -quasi-identities. A class of -algebras is referred
to as a variety whenever it is axiomatized by some system of -identities.
A class of -algebras is implicational i it is closed under formation of isomorphic
copies, subalgebras and direct products (including the trivial one). Given an arbitrary
class of -algebras K, the least implicational class including K is denoted by I(K).
This is axiomatized by the system of all -implications satised in each algebra in
K and is constituted by all isomorphic copies of subalgebras of direct products of
members of K. Thus, given two -algebras A and B, we have A 2 I(B) i there
1 In order to unify notations, algebras are denoted by Calligraphic letters (possibly with indices), their carriers
being denoted by the corresponding capital Italic letters (with the same indices).
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is some H hom(A;B) such that Tfker h: h 2Hg = idA (viz. the identity relation
on A).
An implicational class of -algebras is a quasi-variety i it is closed under formation
of ultraproducts. Given an arbitrary class of -algebras K, the least quasi-variety includ-
ing K is denoted by Q(K). This is axiomatized by the system of all -quasi-identities
satised in each algebra in K and is constituted by all isomorphic copies of subalgebras
of direct products of ultraproducts of members of K. In case both K and each member
of K are nite, we thus have Q(K) = I(K). Notice that, given two quasi-varieties Q1
and Q2, we have Q1Q2 i every nitely generated algebra in Q1 belongs to Q2.
A class of -algebras is a variety i it is closed under formation of homomorphic
images, subalgebras and direct products. Given an arbitrary class of -algebras K, the
least variety including K is denoted by V(K). This is axiomatized by the system of
all -identities satised in each algebra in K and is constituted by all homomorphic
images of subalgebras of direct products of members of K.
3. Preliminaries
Throughout the rest of the paper, we deal with the algebraic signature = h^;_;:i
of type h2; 2; 1i. For the sake of brevity, we write  4  for    ^ .
Denition 3.1 (Moisil [4]). A De Morgan lattice is any -algebra whose h^;_i-reduct
is a distributive lattice and that satises the following identities:
::x  x; (1)
:(x ^ y)  :x _ :y; (2)
:(x _ y)  :x ^ :y: (3)
The variety of all De Morgan lattices is denoted by DML.
De Morgan lattices are exactly distributive i-lattices in the sense of Kalman [2].
By D4 we denote the -algebra whose h^;_i-reduct is the 4-element diamond dis-
tributive lattice with carrier D4 := f0;?;>; 1g and ordering 6 given by 0<?< 1
and 0<>< 1 (see its Hasse diagram in Fig. 1) and whose operation : is dened by
:0 := 1;:? :=?; :> :=> and :1 := 0.
Proposition 3.2 (cf. Kalman [2]). DML= I(D4).
Proof. Clearly D4 is a De Morgan lattice. Conversely, consider an arbitrary De Morgan
lattice A. Recall that a set ; 6= I A is called a prime ideal of A provided
a ^ b 2 I , a 2 I or b 2 I; (4)
a _ b 2 I , a 2 I and b 2 I (5)
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Fig. 1. The diamond De Morgan lattice D4.
for all a; b 2 A. Let P(A) be the set of all prime ideals of A. For each I 2 P(A),
dene a mapping hI : A! D4 by
hIa :=
8>>>><
>>>>:
0 if a 2 I and :a 62 I;
? if a 2 I and :a 2 I;
> if a 62 I and :a 62 I;
1 if a 62 I and :a 2 I
for all a 2 A. By using (1){(5), it is straightforward to check that hI 2 hom(A;D4).
Next, take any a; b 2 A. Assume a 6= b. Then either a 
 b or b 
 a. Consider
the former case (the latter is analyzed by symmetry). By the prime ideal theorem
for distributive lattices (cf. [1, Corollary III.4.2]), there is some I 2 P(A) such that
a 62 I while b 2 I , in which case hIa 6= hIb. Thus
Tfker hI : I 2 P(A)g= idA. Hence
A 2 I(D4).
Denition 3.3 (Pynko [6]). A Kleene lattice is any De Morgan lattice that satises
the following identity:
x ^ :x 4 y _ :y: (6)
The variety of all Kleene lattices is denoted by KL.
Kleene lattices are exactly normal distributive i-lattices in Kalman’s sense [2].
By L3 we denote the -algebra whose h^;_i-reduct is the 3-element chain distribu-
tive lattice with carrier L3 := f0; 12 ; 1g and ordering 6 given by 0< 12< 1 and whose
operation : is dened by :0 := 1; : 12 := 12 and :1 := 0. There are two embeddings
ea; a 2 f?;>g, of L3 into D4. These are dened by ea0 := 0; ea 12 := a and ea1 := 1,
for a 2 f?;>g.
Proposition 3.4 (cf. Kalman [2]). KL= I(L3).
Proof. Clearly L3 is a Kleene lattice. Conversely, consider any Kleene lattice A. By
Proposition 3.2 there is some H hom(A;D4) such that
Tfker h: h 2Hg= idA. For
a 2 f?;>g, put Ha := fh 2H : hAf0; a; 1gg. By (6) we see that H? [H> =H.
Next, for every a 2 f?;>g and every h 2Ha, we have e−1a  h 2 hom(A;L3) and
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ker (e−1a h)=ker h. SetH0 := fe−1a h: a 2 f?;>g; h 2Hag. ThenH0 hom(A;L3)
and
Tfker g: g 2H0g= idA. Hence A 2 I(L3).
Denition 3.5. A Boolean lattice is any De Morgan lattice that satises the following
identity:
x 4 y _ :y; (7)
The variety of all Boolean lattices is denoted by BL.
The set L2 := f0; 1g forms a subalgebra of D4 (as well as of L3) that is denoted
by L2.
Proposition 3.6 (cf. Kalman [2]). BL= I(L2).
Proof. Clearly L2 is a Boolean lattice. Conversely, consider any Boolean lattice A.
By Proposition 3.2 there is some H hom(A;D4) such that
Tfker h: h 2Hg= idA.
By (7) we see that, for every h 2Hnhom(A;L2); hA is a singleton, in which case
ker h=AA. Hence Tfker h: h 2H\hom(A;L2)g=idA. Therefore, A 2 I(L2).
Thus, the variety BL is termwise denitionally equivalent to the more conventional
variety of Boolean algebras (cf. [1]).
Finally, denote by S the variety of all singular -algebras. (This is the variety
axiomatized by the single identity x  y.)
4. Principal results
Denition 4.1. A non-singular De Morgan lattice A is said to be idempotent provided
there is some a 2 A such that :a= a. The class of all non-idempotent De Morgan lat-
tices is denoted by NIDML. The class of all non-idempotent Kleene lattices is denoted
by NIKL.
Remark that NIDML is the subquasi-variety of DML relatively axiomatized by the
single quasi-identity
x  :x ! x  y: (8)
Likewise, NIKL is the subquasi-variety of KL relatively axiomatized by (8).
Proposition 4.2. NIDML= I(D4 L2).
Proof. Clearly, D4 L2 2 NIDML, so we have I(D4 L2)NIDML. As I(D4 
L2) = Q(D4 L2) is a quasi-variety, for proving the converse, it suces to show
that any nitely generated A 2 NIDML belongs to I(D4 L2). Assume A is not
singular. Then we have
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Lemma 4.3. Let A be a non-singular nitely generated non-idempotent De Morgan
lattice. Then hom(A;L2) 6= ;.
Proof. By contradiction. For suppose hom(A;L2) = ;. Assume A is generated by
some fa1; : : : ; angA where n>1. By Proposition 3.2 there is some H hom(A;D4)
such that
Tfker h: h 2Hg=idA. By induction on 16i6n, dene bn 2 A by b1 := a1_
:a1 and bj+1 := (aj+1 _ :aj+1 _ :bj) ^ bj, for all 16j6n− 1. Consider any h 2H.
By induction on 16i6n, one can check that hbi 2 f?;>; 1g. As hom(A;L2) = ;
and the set f0; 1g forms a subalgebra of D4, there must be some 16i6n such that
hai 2 f?;>g. By induction on i6j6n, one can check that hbj 2 f?;>g as well.
Hence hbn 2 f?;>g, and so h:bn = hbn, for every h 2 H. Therefore :bn = bn. In
view of the quasi-identity (8), this contradicts non-singularity of A.
By Proposition 3.2 there is someH hom(A;D4) such that
Tfker h: h 2Hg=idA.
Moreover, by Lemma 4.3, there is some g 2 hom(A;L2). For each h 2 H, put
h  g to be the mapping from A to D4  L2 dened by (h  g)c := hhc; gci, for all
c 2 A. Clearly, h  g 2 hom(A;D4  L2) and ker (h  g) ker h. Set H0 :=
fh  g: h 2Hg. Then H0 hom(A;D4 L2) and
Tfker h: h 2H0g = idA. Hence
A 2 I(D4 L2).
This enables us to prove
Corollary 4.4. NIDML[KL is the subquasi-variety of DML relatively axiomatized by
the single quasi-identity
:x  x ! x 4 y _ :y: (9)
Moreover; NIDML [ KL= I(D4 L2;L3).
Proof. Consider any A 2 DML such that (9) is satised in A. Assume A 62 NIDML.
Then there is some a 2 A such that :a= a. Take arbitrary b; c 2 A. Then, by (9), we
have a6b_:b and a6c_:c, so b^:b6a. Hence b^:b6c_:c. Thus the identity
(6) is satised in A, and so A 2 KL. Therefore, A 2 NIDML [ KL. By Propositions
3.4 and 4.2 we have NIDML[KL I(D4 L2;L3). Finally, both D4 L2 and L3
obviously satisfy the quasi-identity (9).
Proposition 4.5. NIKL= I(L3 L2).
Proof. Clearly L3L2 2 NIKL, so we have I(L3L2)NIKL. As I(L3L2)=
Q(L3 L2) is a quasi-variety, for proving the converse, it suces to show that any
nitely generated A 2 NIKL belongs to I(L3 L2). Assume A is not singular. By
Lemma 4.3 there is some g 2 hom(A;L2). By Proposition 3.4 there is also some set
H hom(A;L3) such that
Tfker h: h 2Hg= idA. For each h 2H, put h g to be
the mapping from A to L3  L2 dened by (h g)c := hhc; gci, for all c 2 A. Clearly,
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h  g 2 hom(A;L3 L2) and ker (h  g) ker h. Set H0 := fh  g: h 2Hg. Then
H0 hom(A;L3 L2) and
Tfker h: h 2H0g= idA. Hence A 2 I(L3 L2).
Denition 4.6. A Kleene lattice is said to be regular provided it satises the following
quasi-identity:
:x 4 x; x ^ :y 4 :x _ y ! :y 4 y: (10)
The quasi-variety of all regular Kleene lattices is denoted by RKL.
By L4 we denote the 4-element chain Kleene lattice with the carrier L4 := f0; 13 ; 23 ; 1g
and the ordering 6 given by 0< 13<
2
3< 1 (in which case :0 = 1; : 13 = 23 ; : 23 = 13
and :1 = 0). This is embedded into L3 L2 by mapping 0 to h0; 0i; 13 to h 12 ; 0i; 23
to h 12 ; 1i and 1 to h1; 1i.
Proposition 4.7. RKL= I(L4).
Proof. It is easy to see that L4 2 RKL, so I(L4)RKL. As I(L4) = Q(L4) is a
quasi-variety, for proving the converse, it suces to show that any nitely generated
A 2 RKL belongs to I(L4). Assume A is generated by a nite set fa1; : : : ; ang,
where n>1. Consider an arbitrary h 2 hom(A;L3L2). Let fj1; : : : ; jlg := f16i6n:
hai6h0; 1ig and fk1; : : : ; kmg := f16i6n: hai>h1; 0ig. By contradiction, we prove that
there is some g 2 hom(A;L2) such that, for every 16i6l; gaji = 0 and, for every
16i6m; gaki = 1. For suppose that, for every g 2 hom(A;L2), there is either some
16i6l such that gaji = 1 or some 16i6m such that gaki = 0. In particular, either
l> 0 or m> 0 for p  h 2 hom(A;L2) where p is the right projection of L3 L2
onto L2. Put b := (a1 _ :a1) ^    ^ (an _ :an). By (6), we then have :b6b. Next,
set c := aj1 _    _ ajl _ :ak1 _    _ :akm . Then hc6h0; 1i, so :c 
 c. We claim
that b ^ :c6:b _ c. By Proposition 3.4 there is some H3 hom(A;L3) such thatTfker h: h 2H3g= idA. Take any f 2H3. Consider the following two cases:
1. fAf0; 1g.
Then f 2 hom(A;L2). Hence, by assumption, we have fc = 1, in which case
f(b ^ :c)6f(:b _ c).
2. fA* f0; 1g.
As the set f0; 1g forms a subalgebra of L3, there must be some 16i6n such that
fai = 12 . Then fb=
1
2 , and so f(:b) = 12 as well. Hence f(b ^ :c)6f(:b _ c).
Thus, for every f 2 H3, we have f(b ^ :c)6f(:b _ c). Hence b ^ :c6:b _ c.
This contradicts the quasi-identity (10). Therefore, there is some gh 2 hom(A;L2)
such that, for every 16i6l; ghaji =0 and, for every 16i6m; ghaki =1. Consider the
mapping h gh : A! (L3  L2) L2 dened by (h gh)a := hha; ghai, for all a 2 A.
Then h gh 2 hom(A; (L3 L2)L2). Next, consider the mapping e : L4  L2 !
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Fig. 2. The lattice of implicational classes of De Morgan lattices.
(L3  L2) L2 given by
eh1; 1i := hh1; 1i; 1i;
eh 23 ; 1i := hh 12 ; 1i; 1i;
eh 13 ; 1i := hh 12 ; 1i; 0i;
eh0; 1i := hh0; 1i; 0i;
eh0; 0i := hh0; 0i; 0i;
eh 13 ; 0i := hh 12 ; 0i; 0i;
eh 23 ; 0i := hh 12 ; 0i; 1i;
eh1; 0i := hh1; 0i; 1i:
It is straightforward to verify that e is an embedding of L4L2 into (L3L2)L2.
Moreover, for every 16i6n; (h  gh)ai 2 e(L4  L2). As the set e(L4  L2) forms
a subalgebra of (L3 L2) L2, we get (h  gh)A e(L4  L2). Hence, e−1  (h 
gh) 2 hom(A;L4 L2). Moreover, ker (e−1  (h gh)) = ker (h gh) ker h. Next,
notice that RKLNIKL. Hence, by Proposition 4.5, there is some H6 hom(A;L3
L2) such that
Tfker h: h 2 H6g = idA. Put H8 := fe−1  (h  gh): h 2 H6g. Then
H8 hom(A;L4L2) and
Tfker h: h 2H8g=idA. Hence A 2 I(L4L2). On the
other hand, L2 is embeddable into L4, so L4L2 2 I(L4). Therefore, A 2 I(L4).
Theorem 4.8. The only implicational classes of De Morgan lattices are DML itself;
NIDML [ KL; NIDML; KL; NIKL; RKL; BL and S: Moreover; these are all distinct
and form the distributive lattice whose Hasse diagram is displayed in Fig. 2.
Proof. Clearly, D4 does not satisfy (9), so NIDML [ KLDML. Next, L3 is idem-
potent, so NIDMLNIDML [ KL and NIKLKL. As V(NIDML) = DML, we have
NIDML * KL, so KLNIDML [ KL and NIKLNIDML. By denition, we also
have NIDML \ KL = NIKL. Further, L3 L2 2 NIKLnRKL; L4 2 RKLnBL and
L2 2 BLnS. Therefore, SBLRKLNIKL. Thus the mentioned 8 quasi-varieties
are indeed all distinct and do form the distributive lattice displayed in Fig. 2. Next we
prove that there is no more implicational class of De Morgan lattices. For take any
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implicational class K of De Morgan lattices. Consider the following 8 cases:
1. KS.
Then K = S for S= I(;).
2. KBL whereas K * S.
Take any non-singular Boolean latticeA 2 K. Then the mapping e : L2 ! A, dened
by e0 := a ^ :a (viz. the least element of A) and e1 := a _ :a (viz. the greatest
element of A), where a is an arbitrarily-chosen element of A, is an embedding of
L2 into A. Hence L2 2 K, so by Proposition 3.6 we get K = BL.
3. KRKL whereas K * BL.
Take any A 2 KnBL. Then there are some a; b 2 A such that a
 b _ :b. Taking
into account (8), we get a ^ :a ^ b ^ :b<b ^ :b<b _ :b<a _ :a _ b _ :b.
Therefore, the mapping e : L4 ! A, dened by
e0 := a ^ :a ^ b ^ :b;
e 13 := b ^ :b;
e 23 := b _ :b;
e1 := a _ :a _ b _ :b;
is an embedding of L4 into A. Hence L4 2 K. By Proposition 4.7 we conclude
that K = RKL.
4. KNIKL whereas K * RKL.
Take any A 2 KnRKL. Then there are some a; b 2 A such that :a6a; a ^ :b6
:a _ b and :b
 b. Consider the mapping e : L3  L2 ! A dened by
eh0; 0i := (a ^ b ^ :b) _ (:a ^ b);
eh 12 ; 0i := (a ^ :b) _ :a;
eh0; 1i := a ^ b;
eh1; 0i := :a _ :b;
eh 12 ; 1i := (:a _ b) ^ a;
eh1; 1i := (:a _ b _ :b) ^ (a _ :b):
Taking into account (8), it is straightforward to verify that e is an embedding of
L3 L2 into A. Hence L3 L2 2 K. By Proposition 4.5 we then conclude that
K =NIKL.
5. KKL whereas K * NIKL.
Then K satises the premise of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let K be an implicational class of Kleene lattices such that K *
NIKL: Then L3 2 K.
Proof. Let A be any idempotent Kleene lattice in K. Then there are some a; b 2 A
such that :a= a and a 6= b, in which case a^ b^:b<a<a_ b_:b. Therefore,
the mapping e : L3 ! A, dened by e0 := a ^ b ^ :b; e 12 := a and e1 := a _ b _ :b,
is an embedding of L3 into A. Hence L3 2 K.
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Thus L3 2 K, so by Proposition 3.4, we get K = KL.
6. KNIDML whereas K * KL.
Then K satises the premise of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Let K be an implicational class of non-idempotent De Morgan lat-
tices such that K * KL: Then D4 L2 2 K.
Proof. As K * KL, there is some A 2 K such that the identity (6) is not satised
in A. In this way, there are some a; b 2 A such that a6:a; :b6b and a 
 b.
Consider the mapping e from D4  L2 to A dened by
eh1; 1i := (a _ b) ^ (:a _ :b);
eh?; 1i := (a _ b) ^ :a;
eh>; 1i := b ^ (:a _ :b);
eh0; 1i := b ^ :a;
eh0; 0i := (a ^ b) _ (:a ^ :b);
eh?; 0i := a _ (:a ^ :b);
eh>; 0i := (a ^ b) _ :b;
eh1; 0i := a _ :b:
Taking into account that a6:a and :b6b, it is straightforward to check that
e 2 hom(D4 L2;A). Since a
 b, we have a _ (:a ^ :b)
 b ^ (:a _ :b) and
(a ^ b) _ :b 
 (a _ b) ^ :a. In particular, the sets feh1; 1i; eh1; 0ig; feh?; 1i;
eh?; 0ig; feh>; 1i; eh>; 0ig and feh0; 1i; eh0; 0ig are pairwise disjoint. Moreover,
since A 2 NIDML, we have eh?; 1i 6= eh?; 0i and eh>; 1i 6= eh>; 0i. Further, we
have eh?; 0i _ eh>; 1i= eh1; 1i; eh?; 0i _ eh>; 0i= eh1; 0i and eh?; 0i ^ eh>; 1i=
eh?; 0i ^ eh>; 0i = eh0; 0i. If eh1; 1i was equal to eh1; 0i, the set feh?; 0i; eh>; 1i;
eh1; 1i; eh>; 0i; eh0; 0ig would form a pentagon within A, what would contradict
distributivity of A. Therefore, eh1; 1i 6= eh1; 0i, and so eh0; 1i 6= eh0; 0i. Hence e
is an embedding of D4 L2 into A, so we have D4 L2 2 K.
Thus D4 L2 2 K. By Proposition 4.2 we then get K =NIDML.
7. KNIDML [ KL whereas K * NIDML and K * KL.
Then K \ KL * NIKL, so by Lemma 4.9 we have L3 2 K. Moreover,
K\NIDML* KL, so by Lemma 4.10 we have D4L2 2 K. Hence, by Corollary
4.4, we get K =NIDML [ KL.
8. K * NIDML [ KL.
By Corollary 4.4, there is then some A 2 K such that the quasi-identity (9) is not
satised in A. So there are some a; b 2 A such that :a = a; :b6b and a 
 b.
Put c := (a ^ b) _ :b. Then :c = c and c6b. Hence, a 
 c, and so c 
 a. In
particular, the elements a; c; a ^ c and a _ c are all distinct. It is easy to see that
the mapping e : D4 ! A dened by e0 := a ^ c; e? := a; e> := c and e1 := a _ c
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is an embedding of D4 into A. Hence D4 2 K, and so by Proposition 3.2 we get
K = DML.
The quasivarieties NIDML [ KL, NIDML; NIKL and RKL are not varieties, as it
follows from
Corollary 4.11 (Kalman [2]). The only varieties of De Morgan lattices are S; BL; KL
and DML itself.
Proof. By denition, S; BL; KL and DML are varieties of De Morgan lattices.
Next, the mapping h : L4 ! L3, dened by h0 := 0; h 13 := h 23 := 12 and h1 := 1, is
a homomorphism from L4 onto L3. Hence L3 is a homomorphic image of L4.
As V(L3) = KL (cf. Proposition 3.4), we conclude that V(L4) = KL as well. By
Proposition 4.7 we then conclude that V(RKL) = KL too. As RKLNIKLKL, we
also see that V(NIKL) = KL.
Further, the left projection is a homomorphism from D4 L2 onto D4. Hence D4
is a homomorphic image of D4 L2. As V(D4) = DML (cf. Proposition 3.2), we
conclude that V(D4 L2) =DML as well. By Proposition 4.2 we then conclude that
V(NIDML) = DML. Therefore, V(NIDML [ KL) = DML too.
Taking into account Theorem 4.8, we eventually conclude that there is no variety of
De Morgan lattices other than S; BL; KL and DML.
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